Oshawa Libraries VR Experiences
Sit and enjoy a journey through a world of wonder, as music
immerses you in strange and beautiful surroundings. Senza Peso
is a relaxing first-time introduction to VR experiences.

You have magical powers! Combine ingredients
and unleash creative or destructive wizardry on
this virtual world.

Seated

Standing or Walking

You are a secret agent in 1950s New York. On a stakeout,
you’ll be asked to gather evidence and keep a watchful eye
on suspected enemies of the state.
Walking

Travel through a futuristic landscape in a demonstration of the
incredible environments and experiences VR can create and
immerse you in.

A visit to the International Space Station, in which
you’ll play a part in an astronaut’s work there. An
interactive experience by the BBC.

Watch a world of light and magic dance to the
music of Fantasynth, as you glide through this
audio-visual experience.

Join the crew of the Apollo 11 on man’s first
visit to the moon. Launch into space and
see Earth from far away for the first time.

Seated

Seated or Standing

Seated or Standing

Seated or Standing

A Star Wars experience on the desert planet of Tatooine. Repair
the Millennium Falcon, defend it from attack, and wield a lightsaber.
Walking

A relaxing, hyper-realistic visit to the
ocean depths. Enjoy the scenery, or
reach out to the creatures of the sea.
Seated, Standing or Walking

Oshawa Libraries VR Games
In VR, this mobile classic makes for great
slapstick fun. Test your reflexes and slice
some fruit as fast as you can.

Explore the world of Tamriel and change
the course of history. A true open world
experience.

Seated or Standing

Standing or Walking

You're a space pirate! Use your blasters and high
tech tools to defend the base from a barrage of
enemy ships.
Standing or Walking

A challenging arcade space shooter. Your ship
must defend the electric city against waves of
attacks.

Standing or Walking

Wield a lightsaber and block the blaster bolts the training
droid sends flying at a series of increasing levels of difficulty.
Walking

Hit top speed, racing through colourful
VR environments while getting your
whole body into the action..

Standing or Walking

Fly an airplane with your own two virtual
hands. Complete missions, or just explore the
countryside from among the clouds.
Seated

A rhythm and music game, in which you’ll be challenged to “hit”
all the notes in popular songs, as they fly at you. The more notes
you hit, and the harder you hit them, the more points you’ll earn.

Standing

Smash, bash and destroy everything around you. From
cutlery to major home appliances. It’s all got to be smashed.
Walking

